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ICCNewsletter
From the ICC Chair
Welcome back to
the ICC Newsletter,
the periodic publication from the Insulated Conductor
Committee (ICC)
of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) Power and Energy Society (PES).
I am pleased to report that between
December 2012 and our spring 2013
meeting, the ICC gained IEEE-Standards Association (IEEE-SA) approval
for four new and reaffirmed cable
standards. Congratulations to the ICC
working group officers and members
for making this happen!
With 383 participants, I am also
pleased to report that attendance
at the ICC Spring 2013 meeting in
Pittsburgh ranked as the highest
spring meeting attendance in the
past 17 years, exceeding the spring
and fall average meeting attendance
by 25% and 4%, respectively.
While overall ICC meeting attendance has increased over the last 4
years, we continue to need utility
engineer affiliation and participation.
In 2018, 16 IEEE-SA-approved guides
and 4 IEEE standards maintained by
the ICC will expire. Increased utility
participation is imperative to accomplish the revisions and IEEE-SA
approval required for these highly
valuable documents to remain active
and available for use by the electric
utility industry.

In our ongoing efforts to promote
and encourage utility engineer participation in the ICC’s critical standards
development, we continue to offer 10
complimentary ICC meeting registration fees for first-time attending utility
engineers. ICC attendance offers the
best learning experience and most
practical knowledge on underground
cables and systems. Take advantage
of this amazing opportunity at our
upcoming fall meeting November 1013 in Dallas, Texas! And to help utility
engineers gain approval to attend and
participate in ICC volunteer leadership
roles and activities, we will provide
supporting, written justification for your
ICC attendance to your employer.
Remember, participation in the ICC is
the best way to share your knowledge
and learn about new technologies,
position yourself as an expert, gain
the respect of your peers and help
advance the utility industry.
Help us meet our goal of 50% utility
engineer participation by lending your
expertise to the ICC, one of the best
professional and technical committees
of the IEEE-PES! We look forward to
seeing you at our fall meeting and
having you become active members
committed to the important energy
cables and accessories standards
work of the ICC.

John T. Smith, III
General Cable Corporation
ICC Chair, 2012-2013

Get The
Guidebook App!
By Rachel Mosier, PE
Power Delivery Consultants, Inc.,
ICC Immediate Past Chair
The ICC is
now using the
Guidebook
event app
for our next
meeting. Be
one of the first
to try it out!
Guidebook is
a free app that
runs on all
smartphones.
Installation is
simple and
intuitive—it will
save you time and enhance your
experience at the ICC Fall 2013 meeting. Set up your own personalized
schedule, browse exhibitors, view
maps and floor plans, get automatic
updates and access everything you
need to know about the ICC and the
Fall Meeting.
The free app can be installed from
the Android Marketplace, Google
Play Store, and the App Store, or go
to http://guidebook.com/getit. Once
installed, run the app, select Download Guides and find the Insulated
Conductors Committee (ICC) meeting
under the Trade Shows & Events
option. It’s that easy! If you have any
questions or comments, please drop
me a line at r.mosier@ pdc-cables.com.
Your feedback is always welcome.

An Interview with Mr. Willem Boone,
2014 IEEE Herman Halperin
Award Nominee
Mr. Willem Boon is the award nominee for the 2014 IEEE Herman Halperin
Electric Transmission and Distribution Award, which was established in 1986 to
recognize outstanding contributions to electric transmission and distribution.
Harry Orton, ICC Communications
Chair, was fortunate enough to
bump into Wim Boone in Brazil at a
CIGRE B1 committee meeting and
conducted this on-the-spot interview.
Q. How do you feel about being the
Herman Halperin Award nominee
for 2014?
A. I am very proud and honored to
be the first Dutchman to be nominated for this very prestigious
IEEE award.
Q. I hear you recently celebrated
50 years with KEMA in Holland.
What do you attribute to your long
career?
A. Yes, about a month ago, I was
taken by surprise at a celebration
in my honor, with 60 to 70 people
in attendance. I was invited to a
party, but was completely unaware
that it was for me until suddenly
I was the center of attention.
Why do I keep working? Simply
because I do not like farewell
parties. Plus my sense of humor
helps to maintain my enthusiasm,
discipline and motivation.
Q. What are your personal career
highlights?
A. My career has been a long 50
years with ups and downs. In the
beginning, the work was not very
exciting as it was mostly research
for 5 to 6 years. Then I became
involved with a new insulation
material as a replacement for
cellulose paper. This was exciting
because the new material had a
lower permittivity and hence lower
losses. This was prior to extruded
materials, but unfortunately the
material was too expensive and
could not be commercialized. At

that time, I met Carlos Katz, who
was nominated for the Herman
Halperin Award a few years ago.
We visited many manufacturers
worldwide, which provided me
with a network base that I have
used and extended throughout
my career. Gradually I became
involved in the exciting world of
power engineering and consultancy where I have done my work
together with colleagues for so
many years.
Q. What is your advice for a long
and successful career?
A. Show enthusiasm and understand
the reason why you are conducting each task and/or project. Take
responsibility for your work as
though it is your own business—
do not entertain the thought that
“my boss told me to do it.”
Q. What do you see as the critical
areas that the industry should be
aware of in the coming years?
A. One concern is if ICC utility
attendance figures go down
and you only have suppliers and
consultants at ICC meetings.
There must be a balance of companies that use or buy products
with those that sell products.

Q. With the influx of young engineers,
how can the ICC be of assistance
to them?
A. Provide guidance to these young
engineers and explain that life
experiences consist of ups and
downs, but be persistent and
maintain your enthusiasm. It is
also important for young engineers
to set goals on where they want
to be in 5 or 10 years. If after that
time, reality differs significantly
from the original plan, you have
to ask yourself, “Is this the right
place or the right type of work for
me?” Finally, young engineers
should never hesitate to ask experienced engineers for advice.
Q. What can you offer to help broaden
the interaction and knowledge of
industry for ICC participants?
A. Expand utility knowledge by
exchange of information and
show utilities how their problems
can be solved by applying new
technologies. Already topics
have included accelerated aging,
water-tree retardant insulations,
diagnostics, condition assessment and reliability.
Q. Do you see a positive experience
for the future of the ICC and the
cable industry?
A. Yes, because next to preparing
standards, the ICC is a meeting
place for the cable industry
to exchange information and
ideas—not just to attend nice
talks. Professional education
is foremost, but again, it is
important to maintain a balance
between suppliers, utilities,
academia and consultants.
Q. Finally, is work the only thing you
live for?
A. Certainly not. I am fascinated by
classical music and play the
organ, a typical instrument for
engineers like myself. And a few
years ago, I bought an old Buick
that I am bringing back to its original state. I am happy to report
that I am almost finished. I do not
have many dull moments.

What’s New in CIGRE SC B1?
By Pierre Argaut, Chairman of CIGRE Study Committee B1 on Underground Cables
CIGRE, the Council on Large Electric
Systems, includes 16 study committees
(SCs) that cover specific technical
domains. The SC B1 of CIGRE is an
internationally-recognized body that
produces technical information in the
area of insulated power cable technologies and applications. SC B1’s 24
permanent country members and 16
observer members provide experts to
be active members of working groups.
SC B1 holds an annual plenary
meeting in Paris on even years and in
various countries on uneven years. The
2011 meeting was held in Shanghai,
China; the 2013 meeting was held in
Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil; the 2015 meeting
will be held in Norway; and the 2017
meeting, which will mark the 90th anniversary of SC B1, will be held in India.
The technical strategies of SC B1
for 2010 through 2020 have been fully
aligned based on the following four
Technical Directions (TD) adopted by
the Technical Committee of CIGRE as
published in Electra 249, April 2010.
• TD 1: The Electrical Power System
of the Future: Typical issues addressed by SC B1 include growth
in the application of high-voltage
DC at all voltage levels and its impact on standardization, and the
increase of right-of-way capacity
and the use of underground and
subsea infrastructure and its impact on technical performance
and reliability of the network. The
use of superconducting cables is
one of the examples in this field.
• TD 2: Making Best Use of the Existing Power System: Most cables
installed in the last thirty years (or
before) will be still in operation for
decades to come. Maintenance,
remaining life expectancy, diagnostics, upgrading and removal
are addressed for all types of
these insulated cables (lapped
and extruded) to determine best
practices and prepare guidelines.

• TD 3: Focus on Environment and
Sustainability: One obvious concern
is global warming and the reduction
of losses. Cable design has become
more environmental conscious—
work is being done to better identify the impact of underground
cable systems on the environment
and new materials and manufacturing processes that reduce
environmental impact are being
developed. Lifecycle assessment
is therefore a major topic in SC B1.
• TD 4: Communication on Power
System Issues for Decision Makers:
This is achieved through high-quality technical brochures prepared by
the working groups in conjunction

with tutorials. This work has to be
completed by preparation of documents for non-technical audiences.
Proposals for new work items within
SC B1 are prepared by a strategic
advisory group and decided on via
voting by the 24 permanent country
members of the SC B1. At the recent
annual meeting in Foz do Iguaçu,
Brazil, SC B1 unanimously voted to
launch four new working groups and
one joint working group with CIGRE
SC B3 (Substations). SC B1 also voted
to establish four new task forces to
prepare for future work.
The various working groups of SC
B1 also released several publications
this year and several more are
scheduled for publication in the coming months. For contact information
and details surrounding CIGRE SC
B1 publications, working groups and
technical activities, please visit our
website at www.b1.cigre.org.

Visit to Itaipu Hydroelectric Dam at the SC B1 2013 Meeting in Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil.

Calendar of International Events
2013
IEEE CEIDP – Conference on Electrical
Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena
Oct 20-23, Shenzhen, China
Jicable HVDC – European Seminar on
Materials for HVDC Cables and Accessories
Nov18-20, Perpignan, France
Cabos ’13 – 3rd International Seminar Undergrounding of Electric Distribution Network
Nov 20-22, Maceio, Alagoas, Brazil
2014
PowerTest 2014 – NETA’s Premier Electrical
Maintenance and Safety Event
March 2-6, Denver, Colorado
CIGRE Int’l Conference on Innovation for
Secure and Efficient Transmission Grids
March 12-14, Brussels, Belgium

ISEI 2014 – IEEE International Symposium
on Electrical Insulation
May, Location TBD
EIC 2014 - Electrical Insulation Conference
June 8-11, Philadelphia, PA
CIGRE International Council on Large Electric
Systems – 45th Session
August 24-30, Paris, France
2015
CIRED 2015 – 23rd International Conference
and Exhibition on Electricity Distribution
June 15 – 18, Lyon, France
Jicable'15 – 9th International Conference on
Insulated Power Cables
June 21-25, Versailles, France
CIGRE SC B1 1915
September 1-2, Kristiansand, Norway

Standards through
Consensus

News from Subcommittee C,
Cables Systems
By Henk Geene, Prysmian Cables
and Systems, Chair of Subcommittee
C, Cable Systems

followed their own best practice.
Having a common guideline is a real
breakthrough—it is the first official
public guideline in the world.

Subcommittee C covers issues related
to the installation and operation of
cable systems, including information
on failures and recommendations
for reliable operation. Apart from
maintaining existing standards,
Subcommittee C regularly produces
new standards. A striking example
is the recently completed guide for
working under induced voltages.

An important task of each subcommittee is to share information amongst
all the members and guests at ICC
events. During the spring meeting, the
Subcommittee C session was enriched
by several excellent presentations on
a variety of subjects, from transmission
cable projects to system qualification
and system design aspects.

When working on cables in the vicinity
of overhead and underground lines,
physics dictate that magnetic fields
can cause voltages to be induced
in the cable. Even if the ends of the
cable are properly grounded, induced
voltages can reach levels up to a few
hundred volts. The people working
on these cables need to be aware of
this and take the appropriate precautions to avoid accidents. Until now,
utilities, installers and manufacturers

A particular hot topic presented by
Yingli Wen, of Con Edison of New
York, was on Hurricane Sandy and its
impact on the electric power system,
restoration efforts and lessons learned.
Con Edison’s experience was undoubtedly extremely useful for other
utilities that could potentially encounter
similar severe weather conditions. All
members and guests are welcomed to
attend our future meetings and strongly
encouraged to contribute in any way.

By John Merando,
Bechtel Power Corporation,
ICC Standards Coordinator
ICC standards are developed by a
consensus of experts from utilities,
cable manufacturers, material suppliers,
users, engineers, consultants and
government officials, and through coordination with other standards bodies.
Standards through consensus:
• Help companies meet legislative,
environment and social expectations.
• Help organizations demonstrate
environmental responsibility.
• Allow companies to remain competitive and keep up with technology.
• Make products globally accepted.
• Help manage risk through safety
and regulatory compliance.
• Provide access to expertise,
knowledge and research.
• Offer engineers greater exposure,
help train junior engineers and
increase personnel growth.
• Provide a guide to measure
conformance of a product, design
or service.
• Provide agencies with a benchmark for product evaluations and
comparisons.
• Help foster positive public perception and consumer confidence.
By participating in IEEE ICC standards
activities, tangible and intangible longterm benefits easily outweigh any
financial short-term costs.

Tell Us What You Think!
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Working under induced voltages.

Upcoming ICC Events
Fall ICC – Dallas, Tx.

ICC welcomes your feedback. If you’d
like to suggest topics for upcoming
issues of the ICC Newsletter, or add a
colleague to our email database, please
contact Harry Orton at heorton@msn.com

November 10-13, 2013

For a full list of all Fall ICC presentations and activities, or to register for
the meeting, please visit the website at www.pesicc.org.

ICC Newletter Team

Spring ICC – Kansas City, Mo.

Harry Orton, Chair
Wim Boone
Ram Ramachandran

May 4-7, 2014

Please return frequently to the www.pesicc.org website for updates on
presentations, event registration and other meeting information.

